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Background—Face Recognition

⚫ There is a significant age bias in the open face dataset. (The figure below

shows the age distribution of CACD dataset)



SATGAN

• Framework



SATGAN

Mask Attention Module (MAM)

• The size of the mask is 128×128, and each column

pixel value can be defined by the following formula：



SATGAN

Uniform Distribution Discriminator (UDD)

• The potential feature map M is uniformly distributed.

• The potential feature map M contains age classification information.

Adversarial Loss:

Age Loss：



SATGAN

Feature Separation Module (FSM)

• Increase the probability distribution distance of identity and age features.

• Eliminate the linear correlation between identity and age.

KL Divergence Loss：

Canonical Correlation Loss：



Experiments

• Results of age progression and regression on Morph.
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Experiments

• Results of the GAN based models on morph.



Experiments

• Proposed dataset (Three Age Stages Dataset)

We collected 35,416 images (10,015 identities) labeled with

both identity and age, from CACD and WIKI-IMDB [28], to train

our SATGAN to synthesize faces of different ages in VGGFace2 to

train the face recognition model and evaluate it on CALFW. The

dataset, called TASD, is divided into three subsets with different

age groups, i.e. youth (10,091), middle age (9,098) and elder

(16,236). All the images are manually cleaned..
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Experiments

• Visual comparison of face rejuvenation and aging generated by different

models on VGGFace2.



Experiments

• Evaluate the generated face age distribution of VGGFace2.



Experiments

• Evaluating Face Recognition（CALFW）



Experiments

• Ablation Study（CALFW）



Experiments

• Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods



Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new framework, namely SATGAN, to

synthesize the young and old faces in face datasets and effectively solve

the age bias of dataset. Our framework contains three novel modules, i.e.,

MAM, UDD and FSM. SATGAN can not only synthesize high quality images

of different ages, but also improve the performance of face recognition

models by augmenting the training dataset.
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